
Ordinary Meeting May 31st 2021 
Apologies from JG, CaW, DW, R&KB 
Start 19.30p.m. 
 
Minutes of July 17th 2020 were approved and signed  
Matters concerning the building were discussed: 
 
Deterioration of the kitchen wall  
GK & AJR agreed that the flat roof is leaking and further investigation is required 
Floor to ceiling remediation behind the work surface/shelving using sheeted materials was suggested. 
Shower panelling was preferred over steel for cost and functionality. The cost of materials (4 x 1m2 sheets) 
and labour (AJR) was stated as £882.68 
PL suggested that the pipework should be boxed in at the same time 
The committee agreed these works should proceed asap (no note on proposer and seconder here Gill) 
 

General state of the building 
The committee agreed that Tim Whitehead should be approached to undertake a survey of the Hall to 
prioritise building works required, given the number of ongoing issues including the leaking flat roof. This will 
enable us to consider how best to spend the remaining money available from in the Government covid 
village hall contingency fund.  
 

 PL raised concerns about the effectiveness of the humidity fan (which operates constantly) in a toilet 
with an open window and air brick. TW to be asked for a 2nd opinion given the unavailability of Ben 
Fairman. 

 

 JS offered to tackle issues with the storeroom door and to fix the main door catch 
 
Patio Area – all agreed there are problems with the patio area that make it an under-used facility. After 
discussion it was agreed that it may be feasible to lower the wall and install a suitable fence between the 
boundary wall and the private field to the rear. TW to advise 
 
Pat’s Bookcase 
Funds were raised pre-covid to provide a permanent location for Pat’s book stall. Various options and 
designs for wall shelving have been produced and discussed, but all locations proved potentially 
problematic. The agreed, preferred solution is a low, mobile bookcase that can be relocated as required 
depending on hall usage. GK & JS to finalise 
 

 CW noted that most of the contents of the first aid box is now out of date. PL offered to source 
replacement items 

 
Treasurer’s report 
SM reported that there is currently: 
£200.47 cash 
£2179 bank 
£32,523 savings 
 
The committee agreed that the hall should donate £250 towards the upcoming Parish Party. Proposed by AL 
& seconded by JS 
 
Hall Activities 
CW reported that the Dance Troupe, Pilates & Table Tennis are all using the hall regularly now 
 

 The next meeting will be called when TW has visited and reported on the status of the building. 
Meeting closed 20.50 


